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N1. eCourts app   brings reforms in justice delivery system  
Times of India-Mar. 04 , 2019
News Source :https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/ecourts-app-brings-reforms-in-justice-delivery-
system/articleshow/68248089.cms

NEW DELHI:  eCourts services is  touted as a revolution in court  management in the country and is
expected to speed up India's quest for ...

N2. HSE exams begin today
The Hindu-Mar. 05 , 2019
News Source :  https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/kerala/hse-exams-begin-today/article26439558.ece  

This  year,  an online software  'I  Exam'  designed by  the  National  Informatics Centre has  been  used.
Another change is that the answer scripts will be in book ...

N3. One Nation, One Card: PM Modi launches mobility card for seamless ...
Jagran Josh-Mar. 05 , 2019
News Source:https://www.jagranjosh.com/current-affairs/pm-modi-launches-one-nation-one-card-for-
seamless-travel-through-different-metros-1551765025-1

A  committee  was  formed  with  representatives  from  National  Informatics  Centre (NIC),  Centre  for
Development of Advance Computing (C-DAC), Bureau of Indian ...

 
M1. 'Website not found' pop-ups leave net activists fuming
Economic Times-Mar. 06 ,2019

Last year, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) blocked ... These numbers 
were disclosed by minister of state for electronics and IT SS ...

M2. Protect women from photo morphing, cyber bullying: MPs ask IT ...
Financial Express- Mar. 06 ,2019

A group of around 30 women members of parliament (MPs) has urged the ministry of electronics and IT 
(MeitY) to work out a mechanism for the safety of women

M3. 'Website not found' pop-ups leave Internet activists fuming
Economic Times – Mar. 06 , 2019
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Last year, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) blocked 2,799 URLs for 
allegedly hosting malicious content, marking a sharp increase from 2017, when 1,385 URLs were 
blocked.

C1. Are names of AP voters being deleted indiscriminately? Naidu, Jagan ...
The News Minute-Mar. 06 , 2019

They have also written to Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC) for ascertaining the 
IP addresses to ascertain where the forms were filed ...

C2. BEL launches mobility card SWAGAT for hassle-free commute
Governance Now-Mar. 05 , 2019

Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled an automatic fare collection gating system SWAGAT, jointly 
developed by BEL and CDAC, aimed to transform the lives of ...

CS1. China's Huawei opens its gates in widening PR assault
Times of India- Mar. 06 , 2019

Reporters were then taken past rows of mammoth buildings to the Huawei Independent Cyber Security 
Laboratory, whose director Wang Jin rejected fears 

CS2. 35 useful government apps and numbers every   Indian   must know of  
Gadgets Now- Mar. 06 , 2019

35 useful government apps and numbers every Indian must know of ... The government of India's 
“Digital India” initiative was launched a couple of years to enable .... If you come across as any cyber 
security threats, then you can dial the above ...

CS3. Pak cracks down on terror; New Delhi may impose retaliatory tariffs on ...
Economic Times- Mar. 06 , 2019

US withdraws duty benefit for Indian goods, Delhi may retaliate ... analytics, digital, cloud computing, AI
and machine learning, and cybersecurity, the study said.

O1. Free-to-air TV channels face uncertainty after   TRAI's   new DTH, cable ...  
Financial Express- Mar. 06 , 2019

Fast forward to the present, and the uncertainty around the new Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
(Trai) tariff regime remains. And amid this uproar, FTA ……

O2. Beware! Fake matrimonial website featuring Somali pirates dupe ...
Financial Express- Mar. 06 , 2019
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The cybercrime unit of the police made the arrests from Greater Noida. According to a report in The 
Indian Express, the accused made at least a dozen accounts ...

O3. India's digital revolution: It's going great guns, but India must remain open to 
foreign technologies and capital

Economic Times – Mar. 06 , 2019

Two additional important columns of this infrastructure are Public Finance Management System (PFMS) 
and Unified Payments Interface (UPI). PFMS is an end-to-end solution for processing, tracking, 
monitoring, accounting, reconciliation, and reporting of financial flows into and out of the central 
government.

O4. Supreme Court wants crypto regulations in four weeks. But a hastily written 
policy is the last thing India needs. 
prime.economictimes – Mar. 06 , 2019 

A hurried legal structure is likely to focus on “private blockchains” more than creating an open, 
decentralised, permission-less token economy. It may force startup founders, who could have helped 
create a flourishing crypto economy in India, to seek opportunities abroad.

O5. Delhi govt launches common mobility app
Express Computer – Mar. 06 , 2019

In order to ease the use of public transport in the nation capital, the Delhi government has launched a 
common mobility app ‘One Delhi’ to allow users plan more efficiently their journey with Delhi Metro 
and all city buses.
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